Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The study of the simultaneous production of two prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons offers an opportunity to test our understanding of non-perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). These events are also sensitive to next-to-leading-order (NLO) and higher-order perturbative QCD corrections, in addition to providing an opportunity to study and compare $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production models. Di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ events can be produced from a single gluon--gluon collision via single parton scattering (SPS) or from two independent parton--parton scatters in a single proton--proton collision, known as double parton scattering (DPS).

In particular, the production of di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ events via double parton scattering presents a unique insight into the structure of the proton and allows a better comprehension of backgrounds to searches for new phenomena. Although the di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ process has a low production rate in hadron collisions, the high luminosity and energy of the LHC allows a more detailed study than previously possible \[[@CR1]--[@CR12]\]. State-of-the-art techniques have been developed to describe di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production in leading-order (LO), NLO, next-to-leading-order colour singlet non-relativistic QCD computations without loops (NLO\*), and intrinsic parton transverse momentum calculations. Contributions of gluon fragmentation and quark fragmentation, which occur at even higher order calculations have been shown to make a large difference in the predictions \[[@CR8]\].
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons can be produced directly \[[@CR13]--[@CR20]\] or via a higher-mass charmonium state, such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\chi _{c} \rightarrow J/\psi + X$$\end{document}$ or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi (\mathrm {2S}) \rightarrow J/\psi + X$$\end{document}$. These feed-down events resemble direct gluon--gluon fusion $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production. Non-prompt events can be identified by their displaced decay vertex from the decay of *b*-hadrons. The focus of this paper is on prompt--prompt (PP) di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production with the decay $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu ^{-}$$\end{document}$. This decay channel has the advantage of a clean four-muon signal. Examples of prompt--prompt di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production diagrams are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Examples of Feynman diagrams of prompt--prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ pair production in *pp* collisions for **a** leading-order production and **b** next-to-leading-order production in which the circle represents the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson produced in a colour-singlet state, **c** leading-order production where the circles represent a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c\bar{c}$$\end{document}$ pair in a colour-octet state, and **d** double parton scattering

It is expected that DPS plays a larger role at high energies and could be increasingly important for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c\bar{c}c\bar{c}$$\end{document}$ production \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]. DPS can help to explain the cross-section of multi-jet production and the large difference in rapidity[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} for hard interaction processes \[[@CR23]\]. As di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production is dominated by gluon interactions, it gives information complementary to recent effective cross-section measurements of quark-dominated interactions. The effective cross-section is a factor which relates the production cross-section of the two individual interactions to the total interaction. Due to the low production rate of prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson pairs, this process has not been studied in as much detail as other DPS processes and can therefore provide a good test of the process dependence of the effective cross-section. Testing possible correlations of non-perturbative origin between the partons in DPS events could lead to a better comprehension of non-perturbative QCD \[[@CR24]\].

DPS has been studied in multiple final-states such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W(\rightarrow \ell \nu )+\,$$\end{document}$2 jets \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z(\rightarrow \ell ^{+}\ell ^{-})+\,J/\psi $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR27]\], quarkonium plus open charm \[[@CR22], [@CR28]\], double quarkonium \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\], dijet \[[@CR31]\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma +\,$$\end{document}$3 jets \[[@CR32]--[@CR35]\], and 4 jets \[[@CR35]--[@CR38]\]. The production of di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ events via DPS and SPS is described in Refs. \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR39]--[@CR43]\].

In this paper, the differential cross-sections for PP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ pairs are measured as functions of the transverse momentum of the lower-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson, the di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ transverse momentum, and the di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mass. The lower-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ (sub-leading) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson is denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi _{2}$$\end{document}$ hereafter. Measurements are presented in two regions of the sub-leading $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson rapidity both within the muon $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ acceptance and extrapolated to the full acceptance by integrating the muon transverse momentum to zero. Additionally, the differential cross-section over the full $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ rapidity region defined by the muon selection criteria is measured for these variables along with the difference in rapidity and the azimuthal angle between the two $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons. Using the sub-leading $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson allows the full range of the muon kinematic region to be explored. As the mass resolution for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons is worse at forward rapidities, the cross-section is measured in two rapidity regions, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|y(J/\psi _{2})|<1.05$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1.05\le |y(J/\psi _{2})|<2.1$$\end{document}$, to increase the sensitivity of the results.

A data-driven method is used to produce background-subtracted SPS-weighted and DPS-weighted distributions of several kinematic variables. The measured distributions are compared with both the leading-order (LO) DPS and NLO\* SPS predictions in the same fiducial volume. Finally, using the PP di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ cross-section, the fraction of DPS events, and the prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ cross-section \[[@CR14]\], the effective cross-section of DPS is measured and compared to previous measurements.
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=7$$\end{document}$ TeV during 2011, the CMS experiment measured the cross-section of the pair production of prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons extrapolated to a muon $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ of zero assuming unpolarised $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons \[[@CR44]\]. The D0 experiment measured the fiducial prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=1.96$$\end{document}$ TeV \[[@CR29]\]. The LHCb experiment measured the pair production of prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons in the forward rapidity region using data collected at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=7$$\end{document}$ TeV \[[@CR7]\]. The present measurement of PP di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ production uses a different kinematic range and a larger data set.

The rest of this document is organised as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, a brief description of the ATLAS detector and the data samples used in this study is provided. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, the methods used in the event reconstruction as well as the selection criteria used in this analysis are reported. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} focuses on the removal of non-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$, and pile-up backgrounds as well as the calculation of the detector and selection efficiencies used in the extrapolated signal yields. In Sect. [5](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, double parton scattering and the data-driven method to extract the fraction of DPS events from various kinematic variables are discussed. Section [6](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} reports the systematic uncertainties. In Sect. [7](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}, the results of the cross-section measurements and DPS study are presented. Finally, the findings are summarised in Sect. [8](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}.

ATLAS detector {#Sec2}
==============

A full and detailed description of the ATLAS detector can be found in Ref. \[[@CR45]\]. The inner detector (ID) is composed of the pixel detector, the semiconductor tracker (SCT), and the transition radiation tracker (TRT). The pixel and SCT detectors cover the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | < 2.5$$\end{document}$. The barrel is constructed from concentric cylinders around the beam axis and in the end-caps the disks are oriented perpendicular to the beam axis. The TRT is made up of straws filled with gas. It covers a range of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta | \le 2.0$$\end{document}$. The TRT surrounds the SCT and provides *r*--$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$ information as well as electron identification information from transition radiation photons. The ID is surrounded by a solenoid which provides a 2 T axial magnetic field. The calorimeter has separate electromagnetic and hadronic components. The muon spectrometer (MS) consists of monitored drift tubes for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2.0<|\eta |<2.7$$\end{document}$. Additionally, there are two types of triggering chambers, the resistive plate chambers (RPC) and the thin gap chambers (TGC). The MS is designed to provide precise position and momentum measurements in the bending plane and is capable of stand-alone muon reconstruction. The ATLAS trigger system has three levels (Level-1, Level-2, Event Filter). The Level-1 muon trigger uses information from three layers of RPCs in the barrel region ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta |$$\end{document}$ \< 1.05) and three layers of TGCs in the end-cap regions (1.05 \< $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\%$$\end{document}$ in the barrel region \[[@CR46]\]. Information from the ID and MS is included in the Level-2 and Event Filter triggers.

Event reconstruction and selection {#Sec3}
==================================

The data set used was collected during 2012 at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s} = 8$$\end{document}$ TeV for proton--proton collisions. The total integrated luminosity of the data set used is 14.1 ± 0.3 fb$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$^{-1}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR47]\] after accounting for the prescale factor of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ dimuon trigger.
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                \begin{document}$$p_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ \> 4 GeV and invariant mass in the range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ candidates reconstructed through their decay to a pair of oppositely charged muons are required. The reconstruction of the muon tracks is described in Ref. \[[@CR48]\]. The offline selection requires that events have at least three muons identified by the MS with matching tracks in the ID. Due to the ID acceptance, the reconstruction of muons is limited to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A total of 1210 events satisfy the above selection criteria.

Signal extraction {#Sec4}
=================
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Results are reported for the fiducial cross-section within the acceptance of the muon requirements as well as that corrected for muons produced outside the muon transverse momentum acceptance, described in detail in Ref. \[[@CR14]\]. The world-average branching fraction of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Efficiency and acceptance {#Sec5}
-------------------------
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A correction to the muon reconstruction efficiency is applied using the efficiency scale factors described in Ref. \[[@CR48]\]. Efficiency scale factors have been determined in bins of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The final component of the event-weight corrections is the signal efficiency of the selection criteria. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Non-prompt background {#Sec7}
---------------------
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Pile-up background {#Sec8}
------------------

The remaining background comes from pile-up events, which are multiple uncorrelated collisions in the same beam crossing. In pile-up events, the two $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The amount of pile-up in the accepted sample is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ signal events corrected for the muon acceptance are 3310 ± 330 (central) and 3140 ± 370 (forward) where the uncertainty is extracted from the fit of the weighted data. In the DPS analysis described in Sect. [5](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, the full muon fiducial volume is used. The number of PP di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Double parton scattering {#Sec9}
========================

Due to the decrease in the average fraction of the incoming proton momentum carried by a parton at large centre-of-mass energies, the parton densities rapidly increase and therefore DPS phenomena can be of substantial importance at the LHC. The DPS cross-section is dependent on the transverse distance between partons, and should decrease quickly as a function of transverse energy. Since at the LHC energies, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ meson production is dominated by gluon--gluon interactions, the DPS cross-section is sensitive to the spatial distribution of gluons in the proton \[[@CR64]\].

A simplified ansatz for defining the DPS cross-section in terms of the production cross-sections of the two final states and an effective cross-section is described in Ref. \[[@CR65]\] as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma _{\mathrm {eff}}$$\end{document}$, is related to the spatial separation between partons inside the proton. In the derivation of the effective cross-section ansatz, process and energy independence are assumed to be first-order approximations in perturbative QCD predictions. There are possible correlations between the fractional momenta of the incoming partons, the fractional momenta of the partons and the impact parameter, as well as spin and colour correlations that are not addressed in this simplified ansatz. These correlations and a modified effective cross-section ansatz which accounts for these possible correlations are described in Refs. \[[@CR66]--[@CR69]\].

Completely uncorrelated scatterings and the factorisation of the contributions to the cross-section described by the ansatz would lead to a universal effective cross-section which would be close to the inelastic cross-section. The measured values of the effective cross-section from multiple experiments range from about 5 to 20 mb \[[@CR22], [@CR25]--[@CR28], [@CR30], [@CR31], [@CR33]--[@CR35], [@CR37]\] for centre-of-mass energies of 630 GeV to 8 TeV.

Data-driven model-independent approach {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

One of the goals of this analysis is to measure the fraction of DPS events, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From the 2-D data-driven templates of the SPS and DPS distribution, the DPS and SPS event weights, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By applying these weights as well as the PP weight, and then extracting the di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From these weights, the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Systematic uncertainties {#Sec11}
========================

Sources of systematic uncertainty and their relative percentage are summarised in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} for the di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Trigger** The systematic uncertainty due to the trigger selection is estimated by creating one thousand MC templates, varying each bin within the statistical uncertainty of the trigger efficiency and determining the effect on the yield. Additionally the spatial and vertex correction are varied within their uncertainty. Finally, a conservative uncertainty for the MC correction is determined by calculating the efficiency weighted yield without the application of the MC correction. This systematic uncertainty accounts for the use of different low-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Muon reconstruction** The estimation of the systematic uncertainty due to the two muon reconstruction efficiency correction used in the analysis, described in Sect. [4.1](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, uses the same MC method as for the trigger efficiency measurement. The dominant source uncertainty comes from the statistical error in the tag-and-probe fit of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Kinematic acceptance** Comparing the ratio with and without the acceptance correction for the SPS and DPS MC samples gives the systematic uncertainty for the assumption that the acceptance correction can be applied independently for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Mass model** To extract signal di-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ samples in the central and forward rapidity regions. The mass fit parameters are varied within their uncertainties to estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the choice of the mass model. Alternative characterisations of the background, such as linear and exponential functions, were tested and were found to have negligible differences.

**Mass bias** The mean and width of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Prompt--Prompt model** A 2-D fit of the transverse decay length, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ events is used to extract the PP distributions described in Sect. [4.3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. The dependence of the PP model on the resolution function is tested using a triple-Gaussian function and assigning the difference from the default model as a systematic uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty is larger in the central rapidity region due to the smaller fraction of non-prompt events in the forward region from the event selection requirements. This allowed for more freedom in the fit of the PP component in the central region and a larger uncertainty from the model.
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Cross-section measurement {#Sec13}
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Double parton scattering measurement {#Sec14}
------------------------------------

Using the DPS and SPS event weights, which are described in Sect. [5.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}, DPS-weighted and SPS-weighted differential distributions are derived. Due to the limited size of the data set, there are large fluctuations in the acceptance-corrected distributions. Therefore the muon fiducial volume is used, which does not include the acceptance weight and hence no assumptions about the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The centre-of-mass energy and fiducial volume requirements of the analysis are applied to the NLO\* SPS predictions in Refs. \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. These predictions are generated using HELAC-Onia, which is described in Refs. \[[@CR82], [@CR83]\], and used CTEQ6L1 for LO and CTEQ6M \[[@CR53]\] for NLO\* parton distribution functions. The colour octet contributions and the intrinsic parton transverse momentum are not included in the predictions. The DPS predictions in Refs. \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\] are based on the models from Refs. \[[@CR39], [@CR43]\], which assume factorisation of perturbative QCD and use an approximate prompt single-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In each of the plots in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, the shape of the data-driven DPS distribution approximately agrees with the shape of the DPS predictions. However, there is disagreement between the total data distribution and the total theory predictions at large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Effective cross-section measurement {#Sec15}
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Using a data-driven method, the fraction of double parton scattering processes in a single proton--proton collision is measured to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A significant fraction of events appear to correspond to a topology in which the two colour singlet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ mesons are produced in the same direction and back-to-back with respect to an additional gluon. This topology is only included in next-to-leading-order calculations. A theoretical model based on leading-order DPS plus next-to-leading-order-colour singlet model SPS predictions without loops (NLO\*) describes the data well, including in the kinematic regions where NLO contributions dominate. Possible explanations for the difference between the data and theoretical predictions at large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From these inputs, the effective cross-section for prompt $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J/\psi $$\end{document}$ final state could be lower than that measured for the other final states.

ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system where the nominal interaction point (IP) is defined as the origin, the *z*-axis defines the beam direction, and the *x*--*y* plane is transverse to the beam direction. The positive *x*-axis is defined to point from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the positive *y*-axis points upward. The azimuthal angle, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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